Interaction of the fluorescent probe 1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene with biomembranes.
The relationship between the conditions of membrane labelling by the fluorescent probe 1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene (DPH) and its fluorescence parameters was investigated. In the labelling solutions prepared by the usual method, the presence of DPH microcrystals was revealed which led to the lower resultant fluorescence anisotropy values. Lower labelling efficiency was observed with DPH solutions in tetrahydrofuran when compared with solutions in acetone. Modifications of the labelling procedure are proposed which give better reproducibility of the results. There modified method involves the preparation of a 2 X 10(-4) mol. 1(-1) DPH stock solution in acetone, a 100-fold dilution in an appropriate buffer, subsequent bubbling through with nitrogen for 30 min and mixing the resulting solution with cell/membrane suspension in a 1:1 (v/v) ratio. Changes in intensity, anisotropy and spectra of DPH fluorescence in the course of membrane labelling were studied. A two-stage model of the incorporation of DPH into membranes was proposed, according to which DPH molecules first quickly adhere to the membrane surface and then are slowly translocated to the apolar regions of the membrane.